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»
»

We are grateful for our leaders

»

John
Isobel
		Anne

»

			Neil and Peggy

»

				Jill and Mary
					Janelle and Bonita

»

We are thankful for all
Who keep our community alive
Our secretaries and treasurers
And councillors
And Margaret Holm in conversation
And Pipeline editors
And cell group leaders
And Gathering organisers
And Bill Anderson on the phone
And contact persons in each State

»
»
»
»

How good it has been to meet from time to time
Blessings abound, friendships grow
Surprises occur from city to city
Long memories survive changes

»

We are a small community / People of mature experience and mind /
Open to the presence of this world / Caring for what happens, and to whom /
Loving Iona, leaving it behind / A network of like minds / Translating Christ to
community.

»
»

O Lord God, hear our prayers
O Jesus Christ, be with us now
O Holy Spirit, comfort and strength us
Forever more. Amen
Peggy Goldsmith & Jim Tulip (Day 3)
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‘E’ is an important letter
Rather than repeat what appears in
the late Anne McPherson’s Wellspring
Community An Introduction (2009)
I thought I’d let the letter ‘E’ frame
these thoughts.
‘E’ was a significant letter in the
beginning.
E is for Ethos. The chief driving force
for the formation of the Wellspring
Community was the Ethos of the
Iona Community. Many Christians
live unbalanced lives. They may
focus on evangelism and converting
people and neglect the justice and
peace dimensions of the gospel. They
may be so immersed in worship and
spirituality that they forget Christian
action.
In The Iona Community we saw
a balance with many facets of the
Christian life being held together.
That Ethos found expression in these
dimensions:
E for Environment. Long before it was
popular we embraced environmental
concerns. To me it seemed natural.
In 1979 our family moved into a
manse in Coolamon in the Riverina
in NSW fitted with a solar hot water
system. This was due to the foresight
of the parish and it gave us a practical
demonstration of how we could save
money and the earth’s resources at
the same time. Caring for creation
was important. I believe it is still the
most important of the Spirituality and
Justice Issues. Lose this one, we lose
planet earth and everything else.
E for Economics. Behind the justice
system of the world are powerful
forces of economics. How we order the
finances of the world usually means
that the rich look after themselves
and the others cope as best they can.
This is not the Gospel Jesus Christ
came to proclaim even though many
Christians are part of the system.
Geoff Harris, with whom I had many
early discussions in the very early
days of Wellspring, was a lecturer in
economics at The University of New
England in Armidale.
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E for Ecumenical. Wellspring had
to start somewhere so it commenced
within the Uniting Church and
many earlier members were Uniting
Church
people.
Encompassing
other denominations where people
are valued as people rather than the
label they wear is important. What
I like about my work in aged care is
that amongst 15 people in our hostel
worship there may be six different
denominations and it doesn’t matter.
E for Evangelism. The desire is for
people to be touched by God, not
in any pre-determined way but in
the way God wants to touch people.
That means Christian experience may
be different for each of us. What is
important is that motivation comes
from an earnest desire for God’s
kingdom to come and God’s will to
be done in the lives of people.
E for Encompassing. Sadly one
feature of many Christian Ministers’
Associations that I have been part
of has been exclusion. Mainline
denominations,
particularly
Catholics, are excluded and as a result
I have felt excluded. A great feature of
The Iona Community / Wellspring
is inclusion, encompassing difference
and living and working together.
E for Engagement. ‘Worship’ begins
with ‘W’ but ‘Engagement’ is a
good word for our relationship with
God both privately and corporately.
Individual worship in the form of
daily prayer within the life of the
community is a great feature of
Wellspring as is the construction of
prayers and liturgies which enable
people to connect with God in ways
that are real and authentic in this
generation and in this place.
E for Ebenezer. Many of us in the
early days of Wellspring felt the need
to connect with a physical place.
Following my little Open Access spiel
at the Synod in 1991 (see Wellspring
Community An Introduction, page 27)
Will Robertson introduced himself
at the door announcing that the next
year he was to become the minister at
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Ebenezer Uniting Church, the oldest
church in Australia. There followed
several meetings with the Ebenezer
people and visits to the church on the
banks of the Hawkesbury River. I must
confess the idea appealed very much to
me. However, when we moved away
from that and became a community
with no place to lay our head, a bit
like Jesus, Wellspring was able to be
a community which accepted people
from across Australia and beyond on
an equal basis without the worry of a
physical place to care for.
E for e-technology. In 1991 we were
just getting used to word processors
and computers as they took over
from typewriters. Now with e-mail
members of the community can
communicate instantly. The leader
can send a message to every member
and friend who has an email address.
Teleconferencing in 1991 was
expensive and cumbersome. Now
meetings can be held where people
across the nation are connected by
telephone. We licked lots of stamps in
the early days. Who licks stamps now?
One additional note, which may have
been missed, is that in 1991 tapes and
books produced by the Wild Goose
Resource Group were not available in
Australia. We imported them ourselves
until Willow Connection entered into
a commercial arrangement with the
Wild Goose people.
I am grateful to God that it seems
Wellspring has been used by God to
connect people, to enrich lives and to
enable people to live more worthwhile
and enthusiastic Christian lives.
My part would have been less if I did
not have the continued love of my
wife, Noelene, and the support of
the Taree Uniting Church, especially
Dawn Everett in those early days.
John Martin - Wellspring’s Inaugural
Leader (Day 3)
[A photo of the people attending
the Inaugural Meeting of Wellspring
Community on 4th April 1992 can be
found on p. 28 of the Introduction by
Anne McPherson.]
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From the First Newsletter, December 1991
This Advent and Christmas may
Christ become real to you in fresh
and surprising ways. As we grow
towards forming a Community
may we wait patiently for Christ
to come and lead us.

WELCOME
Welcome to this first issue of the
Newsletter as we plan towards
the formation of a Community
in Australia along the lines of the
Iona Community in Scotland.
This Newsletter is being
produced
during
Advent,
the season of waiting and
preparation for the coming of
our Lord. It is an appropriate
theme for we are waiting and
preparing for the formation of a
community in Australia.

We seek the Prince of Peace let
loose in the world, especially
at Christmas time. Morning
Worship each day in the Abbey
on Iona concluded with those
gathered seeking peace that day.
John Martin

Leader: This is the day that God had made,
ALL: WE WILL REJOICE AND BE GLAD
IN IT.
Leader: We will not offer to God
ALL: OFFERINGS THAT COST US
NOTHING.
Leader: Go in peace and serve the Lord,
ALL: WE WILL SEEK PEACE AND
PURSUE IT.
Leader: In the name of the Trinity of Love,
ALL: ONE GOD IN PERFECT
COMMUNITY. AMEN

Remembrances from WA
‘Having visited the Iona Community
several times I felt strongly about
the formation of a Community in
Australia when it was suggested
by John Martin. I joined from the
start and it has continued to be very
important part of my life.

Bits & Pieces

and encouragement to each other,
enabling us to build Wellspring
Community in the West.
I well remember the first Prayer Diary
and the List of members sent to me,
and attending the first National
Gathering at Nunyara where we met
interstate Wellspringers. The network
nationally is much appreciated and
learning about the diversity and
commitment of our members and
supporting them in our prayers is
something I treasure.
Janet Watts - Foundation Member
(Day 12)

In Perth our group commenced
with the name of Iona Fellowship
and met twice a year, but it was
in 2001 when to my delight we
changed our name to Wellspring.
From then on we met monthly for
lunch, a reflection and sharing. We
were able to offer friendship, support
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‘The first Prayer Diary was produced
in April 1993 by David McPherson…
Geoff Harris and Rex Hunt worked
on the newsletter which, with the
July issue got a name – Pipeline –
reflecting the water theme in the
name ‘Wellspring,’ bringing news …
and hopefully spiritual refreshment
to Members and Friends around the
country.’ (Introduction, p. 31)
Prayer Diary: We thank John
Connors for his faithfulness and
contribution to Wellspring through
the preparation of the Prayer Diary.
In past years Michael Searle was the
artist who provided the little pictures
that accompanied each day’s thoughts
and prayers. Michael has moved
overseas and we ‘dunna where he
are’, so we have a new artist. Thanks
to Hiliary Stewart for bringing us her
interpretation of each day’s reflection
for 2012.

Ailsa Maley and Janet Watts
P

Remembering our History: As we
celebrate our 20th birthday, please
remember that copies of the Wellspring
Community An introduction by Anne
McPherson are still available. If you
don’t have one, or have mislaid your
original copy, there is still a chance to
buy one. OR, now is a good time to
re-read it!
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Recollections of the Ebenezer Gathering
I recall Rev John Martin, then at
Taree, speaking at Synod in 1990/1
about his experience at Iona.

A 30-minute video on Iona and slides
were screened on Friday 19th August.
On Saturday 20th morning we
shared scones and worship under the
‘historic Tree’ near the Church. We
then adjourned to the Pavilion where
concerns were raised, ideas discussed
and an appreciation emerged of the
desire of Wellspring to assist the
Parish in fulfilling its Mission.
It was recognised that we needed
to: continue discussions; explore
possibilities and look into all aspects
of what we could do. It was clarified
that:
* Wellspring had no desire to take
over, but to support the parish in its
mission;
* Any development must preserve the
historic nature of the site;

As Ann and I had visited Iona in 1985
and again in 1987, living there for
period in the cloisters for a course, we
suggested to John, a meeting be held
at Ebenezer Church at which I was
a Minister in 1992-5. A small group
met in this 1806 historic Church, the
oldest in Australia.
My record of the WellspringEbenezer Gathering
The group included John & Noelene
Martin, Anne & David McPherson,
Ann & Will Robertson, Pat & Harry
Wallace, with ten members from the
Ebenezer Church.

* Any joint use would be along agreed
terms in line with UCA guidelines.
Suggestions on possible ecumenical
activities to meet the needs of Western
Sydney Youth and Dwellings were
raised for investigation.
We gave thanks to God for the spirit
of cooperation and friendship which
developed and resolved to meet again.
Due to changes in ministry this did
not happen. But Ebenezer still draws
bus loads of people to this historic site
where Presbyterians, Uniting Church
and others worship together.
Submitted for prayerful consideration.
Will Robertson – Foundation Member
(Day 5)

A Summary Comparison:
IONA

EBENEZER

Birthplace of Christianity in Scotland

Oldest Christian Church in Australia

Now Ecumenical in outreach

Ecumenical beginnings – Presbyterian, now Uniting

Place of Worship

Place of Worship

Place of pilgrimage

Place of pilgrimage

Place of learning

One of oldest school & teacher’s residences

Place of Heritage National Trust

Place of Heritage National Trust

Graveyard of Reilig Oran

Graveyard of pioneers

Shop to serve Visitors

Shop to serve Visitors

Served by a Community and Network of support

Served by a small local congregation / Wellspring?

Provides Accommodation for Visitors

Wellspring?

Provides Outreach to Youth and others

Wellspring?

for Periods of Renewal, Spiritual Retreats

Wellspring?

The Iona Abbey
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Hope
being ‘not the makers but the made’
and this has led to despair rather than
hope. However, a central theme of
the Judaeo-Christian tradition is that
individuals are not powerless in the
face of the impersonal because they
have the capacity to form social groups
around ideals of love and fellowship
and trust where individuals are valued
for what they are. This vision ‘locates
the source of action within ourselves.
It restores the dignity of agency and
responsibility’ (pp. 14, 15).

When the Wellspring Community
met in Perth in 2011 to discuss the
leadership, I challenged Members
to be willing to take some risks. I
suggested that although conflict was a
potential outcome, working through
conflict frequently transforms pseudocommunity into community. To the
best of my knowledge, the Wellspring
Community has never had to deal
with serious conflict and we have
never found ourselves dispirited. I
offer these ideas on hope for the time
when we might find ourselves in this
situation.

I suspect that, as a result of the
culture of their formative years, most
Wellspring Community Members
grew up in the care of families who
instilled ideals of love, fellowship,
trust, responsibility, and the dignity of
agency. Families gave us ‘the rules and
virtues, the grammar and semantics, of
the language of morality . . . a coherent
frame of reference within which to
build a life’ (p. 19). By and large,
these families passed on a tradition
that drew heavily on the JudaeoChristian tradition that included the
notion that ‘our failures are forgiven
as soon as they are acknowledged’ (p.
26). This is not the blaming tradition
that features strongly in much of
Western society in 2012. Rather it is
a ‘building’ tradition – a tradition of
edification that builds moral fibre and
morale through encouragement.

In the Christian context, hope is often
a confused word. For some, it is the
blissful life in heaven after death or
the earthly paradise at the end of time.
For others, it is the Christianisation of
society and the accompanying moral
improvements (Lasch, p. 45). The
essence of Christian hope lies in the
‘conviction that life is a critical affair
. . . that nothing in it is abiding, that
nothing temporal is able to bear the
weight of human faith’ (p. 47).
In The Politics of Hope, Jonathan Sacks,
Chief Rabbi of the United Hebrew
Congregations of the Commonwealth,
explored notions of hope. Drawing
on a long history in which Jewish
people have often found themselves in
conflict-ridden, dispiriting situations,
he argued that the Judaeo-Christian
system of morality is a ‘resource of
unparalleled power with which to
confront the problems of a new age’
(p. 13). The scientific ethic of the
Enlightenment largely displaced the
tradition upon which this system of
morality is based. The Western world
at large has become demoralised in
two senses: a loss of moral meanings
and a loss of hope. We increasingly
look outside ourselves, particularly to
government or to leadership, to meet
our hopes. We have a growing sense of
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When we live this tradition we do
not blame others for their failure or
neglect. We keep faith even when
others seem to have lost faith in
themselves. At these times we do not
disconnect and turn to isolationism.
Instead we continue to connect.
We join our individual striving to a
larger world of common purpose. At
such times, our behaviour points to a
conclusion that ‘connectedness is part
of the logical geography of hope’ (p.
27). Sacks’ monograph suggests that
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the Judaeo-Christian tradition offers
this foundation of hope. Perhaps
other religious traditions, perhaps
other
philosophical
traditions,
can offer a similar connectedness
but the Enlightenment with its
emphasis on individual striving
and success works against hope.
Furthermore, forgiveness is integral
to connectedness. Connectedness is
built and strengthened when people
have the ability, will, and motivation
to forgive rather than to blame. Such
a tradition must be a part of the public
square rather than the private sphere.
Despite our commitment to Christ
and despite the ideals of our formative
years, we easily get drawn into the
mores of the wider contemporary
culture where morality has become
part of the private sphere. Today
morality is a private matter.
Contemporary culture is built on
the values of the Enlightenment
that require a separation of public
and private. What is public must be
testable, provable, and empirical and
what is not must remain part of the
private sphere. Alasdair McIntyre has
argued that the Enlightenment and the
‘social processes which accompanied
it succeeded in destroying the
traditions to which they key terms of
morality belonged and within which
they had lucidity and coherence. The
words survived – good, right, duty,
obligation, virtue – but they were
now severed from the context which
gave them sense’ (Sacks, p. 32). These
value words belonged to a people
shaped by a collective vision rather
than the individualistic vision we
inherited from the Enlightenment.
The individualistic vision of the
Enlightenment has shaped the way we
think about relationships, leadership,
and the way we respond to issues and
actions with which we do not agree or
find disagreeable and distasteful.
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If we immerse ourselves fully in the
Christian tradition that formed us,
if we throw off the Enlightenment
blinkers, we will find the confidence
to be real and authentic. We know
as well as being loved by Christ, we
are loved by others in our Christian
family who are around to offer help,
encouragement, sympathy, or advice.
‘Deep beneath the surface of this family
are certain fundamental concepts:
fidelity,
loyalty,
responsibility,
authority, obedience, justice and
compassion’ (p. 45). This family does
not only teach private moral values –
it also teaches social virtues that flow
out into the public square and into
our everyday relationships and events.

people are shaped around values upon
which we can rely and trust.

Margaret and Neil Holm
the ‘family’ that nurtures, supports,
and encourages us. This God and
these people are filled with fidelity,
loyalty, responsibility, authority,
obedience, justice, and compassion
(Galatians 5:22-23). These are shared
values that we know will come to bear
on any difficult situation in which
we find ourselves. When things are
bad our hope lies in the knowledge
and assurance that, under God, life
is essentially good and that God’s

This is the ground for hope – the
expectation that when things are bad
we have companions: a faithful and
steadfast God first and foremost (Ex
34:3-7) but also, and importantly,

Ultimately our hope lies in
redemption. The conviction of the
goodness of God, the goodness of his
people, and the overall goodness of
life brings with it an understanding
that no part of human life is beyond
redemption. Grounded on this
certainty, we are unwilling to give
people up, even when they betray us.
We know, above all else, that people
are capable of redemption.
References
Lasch, C. (1991). The true and only
heaven : progress and its critics (1st ed.).
New York: Norton.
Sacks, J. R. (2000). The politics of hope.
London: Vintage.
Neil Holm (Day 16)

‘Song of Lament’
Today I was walking to the shops
when I saw the crushed form of a small creature.
He had almost made it – but not quite –
to the verge of a road traversed by traffic with wheels!
Hostile environment for a Bob-tail goanna venturing forth
on a warm spring day.
And I mourned – and walked on to the shops.
Tea-time, and the TV showed (yet another)
tiny, dark-skinned baby crying in anguish,
and for whom there was no breast,
and no hope, in a country ravaged by drought and despair.
Hostile environment for a newborn – and I turned off the picture.
And I mourned – and made myself another cup of tea.
Tonight the wireless brought news (as ever)
of more bombings, and of terror-stricken lives in a war-wracked world.
And I remember how once we sang ‘When will they ever learn?’
and lay on the road in protest –
in a hostile environment of threat of nuclear annihilation.
And I mourned – and went to bed.
And today I walked to the shops
and I mourned…
Alisa Maley – Foundation Member (Day 6)
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Deep Thanks for the
Wellspring Community
Archbishop Desmond Tutu was about
to launch the 1999 Christmas Bowl
Appeal in St James’ Church, King
Street, Sydney, celebrating 50 years
of the churches in Australia working
together to support projects assisting
suffering people around the world. I
was welcoming attendees, including
many
Wellspring
Community
members, as they entered St James for
the ecumenical service. How amazing
it was to suddenly see Peter and
Dorothy Millar walking up the steps!
I had not seen Peter for 30 years, since
he had stayed with us in Canberra for
a few months during which he was a
part time locum for the Presbyterian
Parish in Crookwell, near Goulburn
NSW. My husband, Lance, and Peter
had studied theology together in
Edinburgh in the mid 1960s. Prior
to that 1999 Christmas Bowl launch,
Peter and Dorothy had just arrived in
Sydney from Scotland, to assist Anne
McPherson for around 12 months and
give encouragement to the Wellspring
Community.

each other and found the strength and
joy in real community.

Jenny Johnston
who have compiled it so creatively
each year are much appreciated.
In 2008 came a wonderful
opportunity to help prepare for the
Wellspring Urban Pilgrimage (to the
Mt Druitt area in western Sydney),
with Anne McPherson, Jonathan
Inkpin and Mary Gilchrist. The
many aspects of that pilgrimage were
deeply moving. These included the
Indigenous welcome to country,
meeting local Indigenous women,
visiting sacred Aboriginal sites with
Eugene Stockton, experiencing the
Mt Druitt shopping precinct with
‘new eyes’, worshipping with the
Coptic Orthodox Community there,
hearing of the work of the Urban
Neighbours of Hope, Jon and Lisa
Owen, visiting the St Vincent de
Paul Centre and the Men’s Shed,
the Community Garden and the café
where local young people were able
to gain work experience and internet
access. Another highlight was to be
provided with lunch by wonderful
local people who shared something
of their life experiences with us. The
Wellspring pilgrims’ time of worship
together and reflection on each day’s
experience was deeply moving. The
warmth and welcome we had received
in Mt Druitt led to a deepening
appreciation of these people in the Mt
Druitt area who worked together to
cope with life’s challenges, supported

I had watched the first years of the
Wellspring Community ‘from a
distance’ since first hearing that a
community, inspired by the Iona
Community, was commencing in
Australia. I began to understand much
more about the focus and meaning of
Wellspring through our connection
with Dorothy and Peter during
2000, and realized that, as we were
about to move away from Sydney,
the Wellspring Community would
provide a most valuable link with
Christians around the country who
were also striving to live out the Gospel
and work for justice and peace. Ever
since I have continued to appreciate
that link, first as a Wellspring friend,
then member, with the daily help of
the Prayer Diary. The efforts of those
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Wellspring
Community
has
helped me in more ways than I can
outline here, but particularly, while
experiencing the treatment of breast
cancer over 6 months in 2002, I was
aware of, and most thankful for, the
incredibly supportive prayers from
around Australia. That has impelled
me to strive to be more faithful in
prayer, upholding others in God’s
healing power and love.
Lisa Wriley’s commitment to caring
for the environment and her Kariong
Community Eco Garden, along with
being a very busy young mother of
two delightful boys and member of
our Wellspring Cell Group, continues
to be a total inspiration. My worms
continue to thrive eight years on in
their farm! All the Wellspring Justice
and Peace areas of concern are close
to my heart. For peace and justice
to be experienced by all humanity I
still believe that Christians should
be working and praying together
and striving towards increasingly
meaningful interfaith dialogue and
action.
I am deeply thankful for all those who
have taken up roles of leadership and
other responsibilities in the twenty
years of the Wellspring Community’s
life, using their gifts, skills, wisdom,
time and energy to build up the
community and to maintain and
renew its life. I give thanks for
those who have edited Pipeline,
our lifeline of communication and
shared inspiration and for all those
who have worked very hard to make
national Gatherings greatly inspiring,
worshipful and life-giving and for
all those who faithfully pray for
Wellspring members and friends.
Jenny Johnston (Day 8)
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What brings me to Wellspring?
mid-sixties; what should happen next?
Unlike the Corrymeela Community in
Northern Ireland, which has one very
obvious social problem to tackle, I feel
that the Iona Community still hasn’t
yet succeeded in finding a new focus.
The Abbey and Macleod Centres
are now mainly used for week-long
retreats and conferences, although
the youth centre at nearby Camas,
on Mull, may come closer to what
Macleod envisaged. Present thinking

Marion is one of our newest Friends.
I asked her what had brought her to
Wellspring, and what her hopes or
expectations are. (Ed)
When I talk to friends here in
Australia about my stay as a Volunteer
with the Iona Community, I’m
usually asked: ‘When did you first
hear about Iona?’ I find that question
impossible to answer; brought up as a
(Reformed) Presbyterian in Northern
Ireland, with a Scottish mother, I
seem always to have known about
it. I can even vaguely remember my
father, a minister, muttering darkly
on occasions about George Macleod
having gone too far with some
pronouncement or other. How I wish
I had enquired more at the time!
In 2011 I took three months’ longservice leave from teaching. I wanted
to spend part of this time working
for others – but also benefiting
myself in some way. I applied to the
Iona Community hoping to come
closer to God, do useful work, meet
some Gaelic speakers and live on a
Hebridean island for a while. Some of
these goals were fulfilled, others were
not.

among Community Members appears
to be that the centre on Iona could
be used to generate income for the
main work back in Glasgow, which
addresses the issues of social justice
so pressing in the United Kingdom at
the moment.

As many of you know, a monastery
was first founded on Iona by
Columba in 563 AD, followed by an
abbey built by the Lord of the Isles
in the 12th century. That declined
and finally closed at the Reformation
and was a complete ruin until 1911,
when the Duke of Argyll rebuilt
the abbey. Then, in 1938, a young
Church of Scotland minister called
George Macleod decided to found
the Iona Community in order to
bring the church back into contact
with the working class; he brought
theological students and unemployed
craftsmen from Govan (Glasgow) to
rebuild the other monastery buildings
– dormitory, refectory, infirmary.
The rebuilding was completed by the

I arrived on Iona on a day so wet that
I couldn’t even see the Abbey from
the ferryboat. However, I had a very
warm welcome from Melody, the
Resident in charge of staffing, and the
thirteen other volunteers with whom
I shared ‘Cul Shuna’, a cottage in the
village; all ages, from 17 to 79, and
many nationalities were represented.
Some worked in the kitchen, some in
housekeeping, others in maintenance
or assisting the sacristan in the Abbey
itself. I was appointed ‘General
Assistant’, which meant I could be
sent anywhere I was needed. We
worked 7½ hours a day, 5½ days a
week and it was quite strenuous – I
lost half a stone – but the purpose and
company made it fun.
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Some of my most valued memories
centre around the worship at 9 am
and 9 pm in the Abbey church,
opening and closing the day’s work.
The morning service was from a set
Order of Service, and lasted only
fifteen minutes, but the evening one
was longer, often experimental, with a
different theme every day of the week.
For example, on Tuesdays we had a
service of prayer for healing, with
laying on of hands if we wished; on
Thursdays there was communion with
the guests due to depart next morning.
One week John Bell, a Glasgow-based
Member whose wonderful hymns
and music often based on Scottish
folk tunes will be known to many
of you, was leading a workshop and
took the Wednesday evening service;
we followed his candle from point to
point within the abbey, on a journey of
life starting at the font and finishing at
the communion table. Each Tuesday
the guests were lead on a pilgrimage
around the island, stopping to
meditate at points associated with
Columba’s life. But even the walk to
work each morning was a pilgrimage,
looking over the Sound of Iona to the
mountains of Mull and thinking that
this same panorama of islands and sea
must have been seen by Columba.
There were always a few free hours
each afternoon when we explored the
island, swam in the cold but crystalclear sea, or took the ten-minute
crossing to Mull to walk to places such
as Erraid, a tidal island mentioned in
R L Stevenson’s Kidnapped, where his
hero Davy Balfour spent several wet
and miserable days before realizing
that he could walk off it over dry land
when the tide was low. He obviously
wasn’t a swimmer, since it’s a very
small distance. Our small group had
to wade off as we’d miscalculated the
tides! One weekend I made a personal
2
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‘pilgrimage’ to Fiunary on the
mainland, to see the Old Manse about
which I’d read in one of my father’s
books. One of the many children
who grew up in it (or rather, in the
previous Manse on the site) was Dr
Norman Macleod, known as Caraid
nan Gaidheal (Friend of the Gael) due
to the relief work he organized in the
Highlands during the potato famine;
he was also a Gaelic scholar and
writer, and my interest stemmed from
his visit to Ireland in the 1830s when,
at the invitation of the Presbyterian
church in Ireland, he travelled over
to advise on encouraging the use of
Irish in their denomination. It was
so sad to see the Manse derelict, and
the garden choked with brambles.
Although I sometimes smile at the
way Australia preserves even tin huts
that are a century old, perhaps the
Scots could learn something from us?

little girl amused and, as she chatted
to the driver, it became apparent that
she and the child were off to visit
family in the castle. Soon the castle
came into view on its promontory,
solidly built around an inner square.
When we arrived, the child rushed off
to the ticket booth, climbed up on a
stool and started taking the money. I
joked with her as she nearly dropped
the coins, and a middle-aged, pleasant
looking man appeared, telling the
ticket salesman to chase his grandchild
away if she gave any bother. As I
entered the castle, the old lady said
that she was glad to see I had a sense of
humour and she hoped I enjoyed my
visit to her home. Of course, on the
bus back I asked the driver who she
was, and learned she was the Chief’s
mother and the red-headed child’s
great-grandmother! Her husband,
Sir Charles MacLean, was Head
Scout of the Commonwealth for
many years and the previous chief of
Clan MacLean, while the gentleman
at the ticket booth was the present
Chief, Sir Lachlan. I did enjoy my
visit to the castle, made particularly
pleasant because certain displays were
professional while others were quite
home-made. Some of the information
notices were handwritten, and there
were hosts of old family photos stuck
around the walls, like a glorified photo

En route to Tobermory, while waiting
at Craignure, I decided on the spur
of the moment to hop onto a bus
labelled ‘Duart Castle’, which I knew
was the seat of the Chief of Clan
MacLean (and used as a location for
the film ‘When Eight Bells Toll’, with
a young Anthony Hopkins). Sitting
opposite me was a very old lady, who
reminded me a little of Maggie Smith,
with a very young red-headed little
girl. The old lady was keeping the

album. I signed the visitors’ book
because, as the attendant told me, ‘the
Chief likes to see where his visitors
have come from’.
I wonder what the Iona Community
was like when George Macleod was
alive? His personality still seems to
pervade it, even in such a little touch
as the use of the Wild Goose name
and logo, claimed by George to be
the Celtic symbol of the Holy Spirit.
No matter that scholars have found
no evidence for this assertion, it still
seems a very appropriate choice, even
if an American volunteer pointed
out that a bird like that appearing in
his State would immediately be shot
down!
Two of my goals were fulfilled: I did
useful work and lived on a beautiful
island for two months. Did I come
closer to God? Most of the Volunteers
(and perhaps the longer-term
Residents also) might say they were
too busy, even too tired – although
that may also be a way of approach.
The worship in the Abbey, the
marvelous music, the Taizé gatherings
in the tiny St Oran’s chapel did bring
me closer to God. There are no native
Gaelic speakers on Iona nowadays,
but on the village notice board I saw
that weekly lessons were planned for
the winter.
Back in Australia, I hope to find some
way to continue the experience, which
is why I contacted Wellspring. Having
worked in South Africa (Kwa Zulu),
Botswana and Papua New Guinea,
I wanted to become a little more
involved in social justice concerns
than simply donating money. The
intense living and working with a
small group in a confined area (which
has its negative as well as its positive
aspects) can’t be replicated here, but
I hope to find people with whom to
share, and to continue exploring ways
of learning more about the needs of
others and of myself.

Marion and the Victorian pillar box on Iona.
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Visiting the Cook Islands
When I was a child – a dutiful
Congregational child – I used to collect
pennies, threepences and sixpences for
the work of the London Missionary
Society (LMS) in the islands of the
Pacific. We knew we were supporting
the John Williams, the missionary ship
that visited the Ellis and Cook Islands
and others. It was not until we made a
trip to Aitutaki last November, that I
reacquainted myself with the details of
John Williams, the missionary, who
landed in 1821 on Aitutaki, one of
the smaller of the Cook Islands in the
mid-Pacific. Here, through the help
of Tahitian missionaries, they brought
the Christian gospel. Australians too
went as missionaries with the LMS
to Pacific Islands including the Cook
Islands. The people there, as the
story unfolds, themselves became
missionaries, travelling across the
Pacific to faraway places. It is a
fascinating piece of history and a great
story.
Imagine my special pleasure, then,
in visiting the Cook Islands last
October/November, and reliving
these childhood memories. Jim and
I were tourists for two weeks, and
found ourselves on Aitutaki, a jewel
of an island, enjoying swimming in
its crystal clear lagoon waters, feasting
on tropical fruits and – generally –
escaping. But we were rather unusual
Cook Island tourists. We visited a lot
of churches!
We found the churches there so very
distinctive: the people, their singing,
the styles of worship and the decor of
the buildings. There was something
about the whiteness and the solidity
of the heavy rock coral walls that,
intriguingly, gave an airy lightness
to their worship. Then, as we came
to meet the pastors and the people,
we were moved and delighted to
find ourselves sharing richly in the
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men speaking Cook Islander Maori
spoke passionately about their faith,
we assumed, and one took over after
the other. Then the minister appeared
and the secretary, and the service
began – some of which was in English
– the sermon one language following
the other. During the service a block
of about 15 young people going to
China to promote the Cook Islands
were addressed and blessed for their
task. I wouldn’t recommend the style
of giving notices – which must have
taken 20 minutes – the secretary read
out every last child’s win in sports
throughout the previous week, as well
as our greetings from Leura Uniting
Church.

Pulpit at Cook Island Christian
Church at Aitutaki
Christian faith of a culture both like
and unlike our own.

During the sesquicentenary in 1971 of
the LMS churches in the Cook Islands,
a dance troupe of Cook Islanders had
visited our Congregational Church
at Chester St, Epping and had sung
and danced for our congregation.
Members of the congregation had
visited the Cooks over the following
20 or so years keeping up friendships.
They visited Australia again in
1976. The possibility of visiting this
protectorate of New Zealand had
been planted in those days.

We were able to attend church on
both Sundays (now called Cook Island
Christian Churches – CICC), the first
Sunday at Arorangi on the big island
of Raratonga, the mini bus picking 12
of us up, and leaving us in the Sunday
School grounds which were enormous
– later enjoying lunch in the Sunday
School hall with many visitors and
local church people. There must have
been 300 people present – the church
was not packed but comfortably full –
the singing varied from separate men
and women’s voices in the islander
traditional singing, to singing the
words projected on the front walls
beside the very high pulpit, to tunes
we knew and then to young solo
voices of females, accompanied by
a fellow on a keyboard, singing very
modern religious songs which one
might hear on radio. We learnt that
this was an innovation – inviting
young soloists to sing before the
service, during the offering and after
the conclusion of the service – to
encourage younger people to come to
church and to enjoy it – songs similar
to Lord, I come to you. In the half
hour before the service began, older
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One minister we visited on Aitutaki
was Rev Tuvaire Glassie whose family
lived in the Manse beside the Mission
House, easy to spot because the roof
had been blown off in the last cyclone.
Built in the late 1800s or early 1900s
it was known as the place to go if
a cyclone was imminent. The last
cyclone in 2010 devastated 90% of
Aitutaki, and gradually with aid from
New Zealand and Australia, homes are
being rebuilt and churches repaired.
Many concrete structures seemingly
strong, are so badly cracked that they
can’t be repaired. New housing simply
goes up nearby, the concrete skeletons
remaining.
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encouraging young people to keep
coming to church. A wonderful sense
of presence in them all!
We may well see one or other of these
women in Australia. Their children
no longer all live in the land of their
parents. The Theological College on
Raratonga now sends its missionaries
to New Zealand, Tahiti, Papua New
Guinea and also to Australia where
there are 22 Cook Islander churches.
We and they are now the recipients of
the Cook Islands Gospel message.
Peggy Goldsmith and Jim Tulip with Tangi Taoro,
Taamo Heather and Kopu Vogel
Glassie took us down to see his recently
completed church following Cyclone
Pat. Carpenters and other tradesmen
from HOPE Church in Tasmania had
rebuilt the altar area (everything now
covered in white lace cloths). A Cook
Island Christian Choir had toured
Australia raising money to repair and
rebuild parts of this first church on
the Cook Islands – a dazzling white
coral building which would hold 500
people from the five villages it serves.
It was impressive to find that every
CICC had 5.30 am services – at least
one through the week and one on
Sundays followed by 9.30 am and
5 pm services. Cook Islanders take
prayer very seriously.

Peggy Goldsmith (Day 3)

Our last evening’s dinner was a
lovely climax to our stay. Three
Cook Islander women joined us for
a meal at the Edgewater Resort. They
were TANGI TAORO, TAAMO
HEATHER and KOPU VOGEL,
all with Girls’ Brigade experience, the
connection for us being with Betty
Allen from our Leura Congregation.
One time International Commissioner
for the Girls’ Brigade, she gave us an
introduction to TANGI.

AN EASTER PRAYER
As storytellers
we shape your
unfolding story
as passionate people
we share your
passion for justice
as bearers of God
we embody your life
in the world

They were remarkable women. Taamo
had woven a garland of flowers for her
head -- gardenias (heavily scenting the
table), hibiscus and orchids. Kopu
had a photo of her 10 children and
Tangi gave us valuable advice on

Humble us to listen
to forgotten stories
Empower us with boldness
when we are afraid
Re-source us
for the birthing of liberation.
Go in peace
to love and serve the Lord.

Adapted from: ‘Eggs and ashes’,
(eds) Ruth Burgess & Chris Polhill:
Wild Goose Publications,
2004, p. 226.

Cook Island Christian Church at Aitutaki
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Environmental & Food Security Issues
A plea from John Graham
Bonita has asked me to write a piece
for Pipeline. I feel a little diffident
because I don’t know if I still qualify
as a Christian anymore. I admire
Jesus, and I pray - even though I don’t
know how to pray. But all the churchy
stuff – ‘Phuee’.

creation be spoiled for a good payout
from a coal company is one of the
seven deadly sins, then things might
have been different. (If you can detect
a note of bitterness here, you are dead
right as I have the Catholic Church
firmly in my sights.)

More recently I’ve been praying for
inspiration on how to motivate some
of my fellow farmers not to give in to
coal and gas companies and thereby
accomplish the disintegration of
much of Central Queensland.

Unfortunately, of course, God doesn’t
say much about coal companies.

Which brings me to the question I
wish to ask other Wellspringers, who
I’m sure have met similar changes. ‘At
what point, given that the companies
have all the marbles, no chinks in their
defences, all bases covered, does one
decide that all further effort is wasted?’
If only farmers round here had been
taught by the Priests, Brothers and
Nuns, and by their mostly good
Catholic families, that letting God’s

NOTE. The alternatives to coal are:
1. Personal and National electricity
saving. For example, a $140 switch
can turn a freezer into a fridge;
energy saving could be from 284kw
for a year to 47kw per year.
a. Wind in southern Australia
b. Solar voltaices (?)
c. Solar thermal
d. Geothermal
(All very expensive and difficult, but
so is losing millions of people to
climate change.)
2. Transfer to the four types of
renewable energy.
3. Transfer of the above technologies
to developing countries and the
alleviation of poverty.
4. Pray, like bloody hell, because the
political will to do anything is weak!
Thank you for this writing
opportunity.
John Graham, Withersfield, Central
Queensland (Day 16)

I didn’t mention before that every
farmer who gives in to a coal company
makes it more difficult for those who
wish to stay. Also; that farmers are
subject to the Queensland Vegetation
Management Act, whereas coal miners
seemingly are not, an injustice if ever
there was one.
Finally, I would like to make a plea:
‘City people, please wake up. This is
your problem as well. Of course, you
can open up city farms like Havana in
Cuba has, and grow your own food.
But where will your water came from?’

Year of the Farmer
Internet source: This year, Australian
Year of the Farmer, celebrates the
hard work of everyone involved in
producing, processing, handling and
selling products from 136,000 farms
across the country. Australian farms
and the industries that support them
generate more than $405 billion each
year, that’s 27% of our GDP.
The celebration was conceived
by Australian Year of the Farmer
Directors, Geoff Bell and Philip
Bruem. Geoff and Philip wanted more
people to appreciate the fresh food and
quality materials our farmers produce
to keep us fed, clothed and sheltered.
And so, the concept has grown into
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From ABC ‘There are renewed
warnings about the nation’s food
security after a Chinese company
bought one of Western Australia’s
biggest dairy farms. In addition, it was
announced recently that Australian
sugar refineries are also being sold to
foreign investors. With food security
becoming a big issue, and the majority
of those south-east Asian and Middle
Eastern countries being not selfsufficient, a lot of these countries have
got government policy to purchase
land and water assets to cover future
food security for the domestic
population… Unfortunately the risk
doesn’t register in the Australian
political scene.’

a national celebration, one which will
reach every Australian – reminding us
that our farmers sustain the Australian
way of life and the economy.
Australian Year of the Farmer is
about celebrating and enriching the
connections between rural and urban
Australia. Please take time out to think
about how farming affects your life.
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Thanks to Di Shearer
Di Shearer had been an active
participant of Wellspring Community
for fifteen years. Her enthusiasm and
energy, in that time, was outstanding.
Di has recently indicated that she will
not be renewing her membership this
year as there are other priorities in her
life that need her attention.

of morning prayers in Canberra, are
well remembered. Her most recent
contribution has been a prayer
prepared for the 2011 AGM as a PreGathering Prayer. It reflects Di’s deep
spirituality and was inspired by the
Sanguin Symposium, held in Adelaide
in April 2011, which Di had attended.

Our thanks to Di for her contribution
to the Community as we wish her well
in her new commitments.

Di brought many gifts and skills to
the Community and was generous
in sharing them with us. She has led
Retreats for the South Australian
Community, one being at Glenbarr, a
Retreat Centre at Strathalbyn and the
latest was in October 2010 entitled
‘Ancient Prayers and Contemporary
Spirituality,’ which was well attended
and appreciated. It was an opportunity
to share with Mary Gilchrist who
also attended as one of the National
Leaders of Wellspring. Di’s creative
gifts, on display in focus centres and
the ways she presented her themes,
were evident, particularly on such
occasions.

Di is a visionary which means that,
as one SA has commented, ‘she often
seemed to be ahead of the community
in her understanding of Spirituality
and her grasp of concepts.’ Her vision
of a National link-up with people
living in rural areas of the country
led her, in 2010, to introduce a
Spirituality Cell Group that met at Pat
Nommensen’s home at Woodside, in
the Adelaide Hills. A telephone linkup was made, on one occasion, where
people, nationwide, could become
part of a meditative/reflection time.
Her concern was for those who had
no other opportunity of meeting with
a cell group.

Di

As Val Bennett was unable, because
of health problems, to continue as
SA Contact at the end of 2008, Di
took on the role. Di introduced
a new visionary step that year as
cooperative programmes with other
like-minded groups were introduced.
Di had entitled it ‘a new pattern of
community building … modelling
stations on the various areas of
concern.’ For example, to begin there
was a joint celebration with Servants
to Asia’s Urban Poor. Of particular
note, later in the year, was the visit of
Br David Steindl-Rast, Benedictine
monk. 2010 saw Jean Stirling as the
new SA Contact as Di had indicated
her desire to move to new priorities.
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A very personal assessment
and tribute has been given
by Val Bennett.
CREATING, teaching, listening,
affirming, joyfully,
encourages SHALOM.
Di, soul friend,
prophet,
INDEFATIGABLE,
organises,
my friend.

Bits & Pieces
Retreat Centre: One of our own
Friends, Sr Helen Barnes (Day 15)
can be found at St Clement’s Retreat
Centre at Galong in NSW, and
would welcome you any time you are
looking for a place of hospitality, for
prayerfulness, or to hold a conference.
Support for the Arts is one of their
features. The program for 2012 is very
interesting and inviting.

IMPORTANT
AGM
Saturday, 14th April
Members and Friends, please
put the date in your diaries.

Please note that our terrific
administrator, Jan McEvoy will be
away on extended leave from 18 May
to mid-August. Jan and her partner
Gordon are going on a long cruise
to Canada. Kathy Moroney from
Churches Together will be filling in
for her.

If you are unable to join with
a group of people, please join
us by telephone if you can.
Secretary Alan Bawden will
forward papers soon.
Bonita Frank will be
stepping down as a co-leader,
after 12 months, as fulfilling
a leadership role and being
Pipeline Editor has proved to
be too big a task.

Nationally Di accepted the role of
liaison person for Spirituality and
Worship in 2005. Her contributions
in this role to the National
Gatherings, particularly the leading
P
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Merilyn Tanduka has stepped down
as ACT Contact person to pursue
new avenues and possibilities in her
own life. We thank her for her time
of commitment and her contribution
to Wellspring in ACT. Currently the
task of Contact person is vacant.
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Leader’s Letter: The Common Good
The theme of our 2013 Gathering is
The Common Good. The occasion will
be a coming-together of Wellspring
folks and supporters in one place to
share as one heart a love of God and
God’s law. God’s law is to live by
God’s justice, and God’s justice is
characterized by God’s hospitality and
inclusivity.
Hospitality, as a key concept
in community life and spiritual
practice, is more than offering meals
and accommodation. Rather, in a
Gospel sense, hospitality underlies
the ethos of our Community. It is
about offering the gifts of self to the
benefit of Community and, through

including private transport, food
production, purchasing patterns, use
of packaging and recycling.
Within the Issue of Australian
Reconciliation, the Community aims
to respect indigenous Australians,
acknowledging the past and seeking
justice into the future through
involvement, solidarity and advocacy.
Many Friends and Members are active
in achieving Reconciliation Plans with
Indigenous neighbours and, most
recently, promoting an understanding
of the intent, the content and the
implications of the Apology in 2008.

Janelle Macgregor
health ministries and advocacies.
Those whose commitment lies within
the area of Ecumenism and Interfaith
progress and promote necessary
dialogues within our society.

The topic, The Common Good, will
mean many things to many people.
Nevertheless, I am confident that
it will be understood within our
Community as investigating diverse
views on what living God’s law means
in our society as is already in evidence
amongst us in the involvements we
each have in our personal and public
living.

Those who engage in the Issue of the
Environment are active participants
in projects for bush regeneration,
community gardens and water
conservation, or they are participating
in the exploration of sustainable
building and residential practices, and
environmental research. Members
and Friends articulate accountability
to the Environment through their
domestic practices of energy usage,

Brochures and registration forms
for the Gathering will be available
in autumn. Meantime, please note
the venue and dates – The Collaroy
Centre, Sydney, April 4-8.

Aboriginal rock painting W.A.
Community, finding encouragement
to act and/or to speak the Word in
the ordinariness of everyday living
and the particularity of occasions
both public and political, if possible.

And, not to be missed at the Gathering
will be the celebration of our 21st
year. We hope to have stories and
displays of the events from this, our
20th Anniversary year.

Our Spirituality and Justice Issues
provide a focus for prayer and
reflection, and a centring for our
action within society. For example,
many Members and Friends are
engaged in seeking a fairer reception
for asylum seekers, supporting the
resettlement of refugees, working
within ethnic or multicultural groups.
Many are active in prison and mental

In this special 20th year, may you
enjoy the blessings of Community
and experience the refreshment of the
living water in Jesus.
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From the Editor

‘Incarnation’
‘In the beginning was the Word’
so
not an incarnation
you can slip
into a red stocking
or a shop-window manger
but
a flaring cosmic
explosion
giving birth
to time and space
(14 billion years ago!),
giving birth again to sun and Earth
in this far corner
of this small galaxy.

Dear Friends
Twenty years!
Pause for a moment and think about
it.
Not such a long time really, but
long enough for us to have many
experiences, to learn some lessons,
to have seen many things change, yet
other things hardly at all. A few of us
will have given up paid work, our hair
might be greyer, experienced health
problems for ourselves or our families
or friends, slowed down, while others
are as busy as ever being involved in
a full range of activities including
family, church, community, and
social justice issues.

Such energy
in this birthing Word –
a fiery unfurling
of every force of life
all particles ever known
all stardust of which we too are made
all green and chirping things as well.

Pause again. What has the last twenty
years meant for you?

A tumultuous birthing,
this ‘in the beginning’ –
one resonant
with our fragile faith,
but bigger resonance
as sacred Source,
hovering,
brooding,
birthing
in Love
and Mystery
all that is:

What have you learned? What would
you do differently? What have you
enjoyed most or what do you think
has been your greatest achievement?
When you read Marion GilmourTemu’s article of her recent experience
of the Iona Community, please don’t
think that we are still harking back
to Iona. Iona has such a large place
in our history, and in our hearts. I
am one who has come to Wellspring
via Iona and Marion’s article shows
that we continue to do so. The Iona
Community still continues to inspire
us today. At the time of our 20th
birthday it is good that we pause with
gratitude for all it has given us, in just
the same way that we are grateful to
our parents for all they gave us.

unfolding Divinity,
flaring Love
into
multitudes of millennia,
and then,
a few seconds ago,
into Jesus’ birth
to bring Love back
to the faltering world of you and me
…while we hope
and fumble
for a better way,
as still we do,
though the Spirit
already is among us,
that ancient fire
still burning deep
within our hearts,
too oft forgotten,
but yearning yet
for birthing into Life.

I hoped Marion might have written
a stronger critique of her experiences.
For the Iona Community is not a bed
of roses. It too has many problems to
deal with, one of them being the role
of volunteers and staffing, especially
on Iona. Volunteers, like Marion
and myself when I was there in 2007,
experience the ‘darker,’ the less than
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Robin Pryor, Advent 2011 (Day 22)
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and passions), and heart-warming (as
people share and trust one another
with their precious stories) insights
into who we are, and knowing that
we are called by the Spirit of God to
work and pray, in love, for each other
and for all humankind. And so our
own journey goes on, personally, and
as a dispersed, ecumenical, Christian
community - God willing, for many
years yet.

perfect, side of the Iona Community.
I think Wellspring is fortunate that
we don’t have the worry, and the
expense, that comes with managing
a permanent centre, negotiating
the role of volunteers, and dealing
with the demands of a heritage
building/site such as the Abbey,
and an endless stream of tourists.
The permanent residents, the Iona
islanders themselves, are not always
happy to share their home with the
Community.
Neil Holm’s article helps to remind
us of what holds us as a Community
today, these facets being ‘that we
are loved by others in our Christian
family who are around to offer
help, encouragement, sympathy,
or advice’ and that ‘Deep beneath
the surface of this family are certain
fundamental
concepts:
fidelity,
loyalty, responsibility, authority,
obedience, justice and compassion.’
And hope. It is probably fair to say
that, outside our Christian circles, we

So pause once more.
My final question is: What are the
spiritual challenges you’ve met? How
have you grown spiritually?

Bonita Frank

don’t often hear these words today.
One thing Wellspring offers is that we
can hear these words frequently and
be reminded of Whose we are.

How would you describe
relationship to ‘God’ now?

It would take me many sessions late
into the night with not a few bottles
of wine to tell you of my journey over
the past twenty years! Happy 20th
birthday celebrations everyone!

I came to Wellspring around 2004
and have kept my copies of Pipeline.
Browsing through them gives heartrending (noting the social justice
issues that have absorbed our energies

Bonita Frank (Day 27)
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Margaret Holm
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Mark Hurst
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www.wellspringcommunity.org.au
NEXT ISSUE: The theme for the June issue will be ‘The Prophetic Voice’.
Editor: bonitafrank@hotmail.com, mobile 0407 337 220 or phone 02 4455 1724.
Deadline for material is Monday, 30th April 2012.
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